Aim to capture interest rates for the long term

Nippon India Nivesh Lakshya Fund

(An open ended debt scheme investing in instruments such that the Macaulay duration of the portfolio is greater than 7 years)

Aim to enjoy long term benefits of investing in pure debt & money market instruments including Government Securities, in a tax-efficient manner**, with no lock-in period!

So go ahead and seize the opportunity TODAY!

For more information contact your Mutual Fund distributor or visit https://mf.nipponindiaim.com

Nippon India Nivesh Lakshya Fund

(An open ended debt scheme investing in instruments such that the Macaulay duration of the portfolio is greater than 7 years)

This product is suitable for investors who are seeking*:

• Income over long term.
• Investment in Debt and Money Market Instruments with portfolio Macaulay Duration of greater than 7 years.

*Investors should consult their financial advisors if in doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.

**Sale of units after 36 Months of purchases entitles investor to avail Indexation benefit for other than equity oriented scheme. Long term Capital gain and short term capital gain Tax is applicable on redemption based on period of holding.

Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
To spur growth & jobs, booster for construction and low-cost housing

On table: more funds for PM Awas; easing of FDI rules in construction development

SUNNY VERMA & SANJIB BARUAH

THE UPDATED Budget is expected to give a special focus to construction and housing and affordable housing as increased activity in these areas has prompted a higher boost to overall demand in the economy because of their forward and backward linkages. Sources said the government plans further liberalisation of foreign direct investment (FDI) regulations for the construction development sector so as to make it more attractive to foreign investors. This comes as a global trend, where a credit-linked subsidy scheme for affordable housing was taken up by China with the objective of increasing urbanisation, thus lowering the number of migrant workers in rural areas during migrant exodus from deepfreeze...

They will create a political process of new leaders and a new political leadership without the symptoms of inflation. That is the pathology of politics in the country today.

SUNNY VERMA

To extend the benefits of the pandemic victims, the need was there to access safe, affordable housing for everyone, then the pandemic showed the way. It further minimized the potential to achieve a new level of housing for the poor. The government should take advantage of this situation to push forward the agenda of housing for all by using these agencies to scare and subdue the farmers and farmers’ organizations from the NIA’s agenda.

SUNNY VERMA

BUDGET ‘21

COUNTDOWN
A LOT OF CONSIDERATION

Shake hands with customers... and then deliver. What they expect is nothing less than the best. So, that’s exactly what we’re delivering. Day in and day out.

UV sanitisers, apps: Kota opens to students today

ANKITA DWIVEDI/JOHNS
NEW DELHI, JANUARY 17

Kota’s tight security protocols at the Kota Railway station on Monday morning.

Kota has completed a month of its reopening after being declared a coronavirus-free zone. The city has been able to reopen in a matter of months, despite the pandemic demanding stringent measures for it to open in a matter of weeks. The Kota Railway junction is situated in the heart of the city and is a major hub for students arriving from all over the country. The city has witnessed an increase in the number of students arriving to attend the Kota coaching institute, which is known for its competitive exams preparation.
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78% of Indians using dating apps

Many who got notices decide not to appear before Central agency

we, say Cong, Akalis

The National Investigation Agency (NIA) has issued notices to several persons, including Baldev Singh Sirsa, Welfare Society, and a member of the delegation to talk with the farmers of this country, who are supporters of the protests. The farmers of this country are called terrorists, NGOs, and some other organisations.
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**Vaccines off to smooth start, hit 2-lakh mark**

Revamp roads to open doors for students today

The Indian Express

**WHY FAISAL AHAN, HELD FOR OFFERING NAMAZ IN A TEMPLE, IS CONVINCED HATE WILL NEVER WIN IN INDIA**

What lies under the surface of this image of one page of a document? Let's extract the key points:

- **Faisal Ahan** is a man who was arrested for offering namaz (prayer) in a temple. He is quoted as saying, "Hate will never win in India.

- The image contains an article titled "Vaccines off to smooth start, hit 2-lakh mark" from The Indian Express.

- The article discusses the vaccination drive in India, with a focus on the recent milestone of administering over 2 lakh vaccines.

- It mentions the government's efforts to ramp up vaccine production and distribution, aiming to cover a wide population.

- The text highlights the importance of vaccination in controlling the spread of diseases and ensuring public health.

- The article also touches on the challenges faced during the rollout, including logistics and public perception issues.

- The piece underscores the collective effort of healthcare workers and the importance of community support in achieving vaccination targets.

- Overall, the article provides an update on India's vaccination progress, emphasizing the significant milestone achieved.

**From other sources:**

- The report also references the broader context of India's response to the COVID-19 pandemic, including the support from various nations and international organizations.

- It highlights the role of technology and innovation in vaccine delivery and outreach strategies.

- The article concludes with a reflection on the significance of this achievement in the larger context of India's fight against the pandemic.

---

The image contains a notable quote from Faisal Ahan, "Hate will never win in India," which reflects a statement on interfaith harmony and the country's diverse cultural fabric. The article from The Indian Express provides a comprehensive update on the vaccination drive's progress, underscoring the government's commitment to public health and safety during this critical period.
Indian Institute of Management Kozhikode

Celebrating 25 Years

Mission 2047: **globalizing indian thought**

- First B-School in Asia to pioneer interactive learning programmes for working executives through satellite delivery systems in 2001
- Diversity leader for bringing 54% women in flagship MBA programme in 2013 & 2020, 30% women among faculty and 40% women on IIM Board of Governors
- Home to the first-ever Indian Business Museum chronicling the amazing saga of Indian business, from trading to technology leadership
- Featured in QS World University Rankings 2020, with top hundred universities on thought leadership. First IIM to articulate a vision for India in 2047
- First IIM to anticipate multi-disciplinary approach of NEP 2020 and to commence two-year, full-time MBA in Liberal Studies and Management, full-time MBA in Finance and PhD (Practice Track)
- Ranked as Top 5 IIM as per latest NIRF India Rankings 2020: Management & as Top 3 IIM as per The Week-Hansa Research Survey 2020

Globalizing Indian Thought: Envisioning Indian Thought Leadership in 2047

- Ranked 101+ in world for PGP (MBA) and IMBA in latest QS World University Rankings and World Ranks 90 in Thought Leadership
- 9000+ alumni ambassadors across the globe
- International academic collaborations with leading schools of the world
- International exchange programmes between students, faculty members with partner institutions to develop mutually beneficial scholarly and social engagements globally
- Training foreign delegates from 25 nations under IIEC programme of Ministry of External Affairs

Creating Social Capital: Nurturing the Nation’s Ecosystem

- Pioneers in creating a water neutral sustainable campus, role model for future generation of Institutions
- Empowering local community by partnering local self-governance
- Incubated Centre of Excellence for employment of the marginalized and underprivileged now known as CREST foundation
- Immediate responders to communities in crisis be it ravaging floods or challenge of tackling COVID-19
- Training humanitarian actors - government, UN bodies, community through international alliances
- Creation of a Centre of Excellence for Social Innovation and Centre for Governance

Nation Building: In Service of the Country

- Mentor IIM to IMR Armitzar, 15th IIM set up by Ministry of Education
- Bringing transformational change by driving the dream of an inclusive India through adoption of five villages through ‘Umtat Bharat Abhiyan’
- Encouraging social entrepreneurship through IIMM Startup Incubator LIVE also credited with coming up with YELL social distancing band, swab testing robot, contributing towards fight against COVID-19
- Model Clean and Green ‘God’s Own Campus’, championing the spirit of ‘Swachh Bharat Abhiyan’
- Trend-setting curricular innovations in ethics, leadership, liberal studies, environment and social transformation
- Operationalising a satellite campus at Kochi to enhance education in India and for NRIs

Diversity Leadership for Academic Excellence: Many Hues of Holistic Learning

- Formidable legacy of affirmative and socially conscientious actions in championing gender diversity and inclusivity
- More than 54% students of current flagship programme, 50% PhD candidates, 30% faculty members and 40% Board of Governors members are women; the highest ever at IIMs/IIMs
- Benchmark Academic & Executive Programmes with world class faculty, infrastructure and environment for learning
- First IIM to introduce PGP in Liberal Studies and Management (two year), besides commencing PhD-Practice Track (Working Executives), PGP in Business Leadership (one year), PGP in Finance (two year)

www.iimk.ac.in | FOLLOW US ON | @IIMKozhikode | @IIMKozhikode

Prof. Debashis Chatterjee, Director, IIM Kozhikode

“IMK Kozhikode blazed a glorious trail in 25 years: pioneering digital learning, fostering gender diversity, creating India’s first business museum and introducing liberal studies in management in its MBA programme. Pursuing our mission of globalizing Indian thought, we have evolved into a globally ranked and accredited institution of eminence. Our deepest gratitude to all faculty, staff, students, recruiters, alumni, the supportive governments and the people of India for being part of this memorable journey.”
Mamata biggest threat to country, working at behest of Bangladesh terrorists: BJP

The Indian Express January 18, 2021

West Bengal

** TMCRECONSTITUTES STATE AND DISTRICT COMMITTEES **

Satabdi Roy made vice-president of TMC after she expressed dissent....

Rebel Tiwari loses party’s West Burdwan chief post, Rajib skips Howrah rally

** finer Things **

Shiv Sena to contest Bengal elections: Raut

The New Indian Express January 18, 2021

Shiv Sena has decided to contest the West Bengal Assembly elections, party leader Sanjay Raut said today.

Shiv Sena National President Sanjay Raut today said the party would contest the forthcoming West Bengal Assembly elections.

"Shiv Sena has decided to contest all the seats in the West Bengal Assembly elections," Raut told PTI. The decision was taken after a meeting of the party's decision-making body, he said.

Raut said the party would contest all the 294 seats in the West Bengal Assembly with the sole objective of making Mamata Banerjee the Opposition leader and restoring the democracy in West Bengal. He said the Sena's decision was in line with the ideological basis of the party of fighting against the oppression of the common man by the state, which is currently being propagated by the TMC government in West Bengal.

"We will contest all the seats with the sole objective of making Mamata Banerjee the Opposition leader and recovering the democracy in West Bengal," Raut said.

On the issue of forming a 'Grand Alliance' with other parties, Raut said the party will decide on the alliance with other parties after the Assembly elections. He said that the Sena was open to forming an alliance with any party that shares the ideology of fighting against the oppression of the common man by the state.

"We are open to forming an alliance with any party that shares our ideology of fighting against the oppression of the common man by the state," Raut said.

Raut's statement comes amidst reports that the Sena is in talks with the Trinamool Congress (TMC) and the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) for a possible alliance ahead of the Assembly elections. However, Raut said the party was yet to make a decision on the alliance.

"We are yet to make a decision on the alliance," Raut said.

The West Bengal Assembly elections are scheduled to be held in May and June.

** TMC CONSTITUTES STATE AND DISTRICT COMMITTEES **

The Trinamool Congress (TMC) on Thursday constituted a state and district committees of the party in West Bengal.

The state committee will be headed by TMC chief, West Bengal Chief Minister and TMC MP Sushma Mitra. The state committee will be responsible for overall strategy and direction of the party in the state.

The district committees will be headed by TMC MLAs in each district. They will be responsible for implementing the party's strategy and coordinating with the state committee.

The TMC state committee met today to decide on the构成 of the state and district committees. The decision was taken after consultations with TMC leaders and MLAs across the state.

"The state and district committees will be constituted to strengthen the party's organization in the state," Mitra said.

The TMC state committee will meet again next week to finalize the构成 of the state and district committees.

"We will meet again next week to finalize the构成 of the state and district committees," Mitra said.

The TMC has been facing internal pressures following its defeat in the recent Assembly elections. The party had won 182 seats in the 294-seat Assembly, losing to the Trinamool Congress, which won 183 seats.

** CONG AND THE CPR **

On the Left of West Bengal...

Congress leader Maujpur MP Dr. Danik said the party will continue to fight against the BJP in the state, but under the leadership of TMC chief Mamata Banerjee.

"We will continue to fight against the BJP in the state, under the leadership of TMC chief Mamata Banerjee," Dr. Danik said.

However, he added that the Congress would continue to work towards forming an alliance with other parties to oust the TMC government in the state.

"The Congress will continue to work towards forming an alliance with other parties to oust the TMC government in the state," he said.

The Congress has been facing internal pressures following its defeat in the recent Assembly elections. The party had won 182 seats in the 294-seat Assembly, losing to the Trinamool Congress, which won 183 seats.

** NO TENDER **

Asansol Municipal Corporation decided not to hold a tender for construction of Rs. 50 lakhs for election purposes.

Asansol Municipal Corporation has decided not to hold a tender for construction of Rs. 50 lakhs for election purposes.

"There is no need for a tender for election purposes," Asansol Municipal Corporation Chairman Kishan Das said.

"The Rs. 50 lakhs will be used for election purposes," he said.
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Tathagata files complaint against actor Saayoni Ghosh

KOLKATA, JANUARY 17: Tathagata Roy, who was also governor of Meghalaya and Arunachal Pradesh, has filed a police complaint against actor Saayoni Ghosh for allegedly hurling religiously provocative remarks.

The complaint was registered at Rabindra Sarobar police station on Saturday. Policesaid they were investigating the matter.

The complaint has been filed on the basis of a complaint received on Saturday.

Roy's lawyer said the state would allow the victims to file the complaint on Monday.

However, Roy's lawyer also informed about the case to the press on Saturday.

"There have been instances of people getting injured after being provoked in the past. People were even incited to do harm to each other," Roy said.

"We don't want to see such incidents happen. We want to ensure that such incidents don't happen again," he added.

The complaint states that the actor's remarks were "offensive and inflammatory".

The actor's lawyer, however, denied the allegations.
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The complaint states that the actor's remarks were "offensive and inflammatory".

The actor's lawyer, however, denied the allegations.

"There have been instances of people getting injured after being provoked in the past. People were even incited to do harm to each other," Roy said.

"We don't want to see such incidents happen. We want to ensure that such incidents don't happen again," he added.
The incitement to racism

Assault on Capitol with white supremacist beliefs that has marked Trump's politics

The former president has repeatedly engaged in racist rhetoric and spread incendiary content that contributed to the insurrection at the U.S. Capitol. This page from the Indian Express discusses the impact of Trump's rhetoric on race relations and the subsequent events.

Policy realities online are illegal and “consent” is broken. New ideas are needed

This article from The Indian Express delves into the complexities of online privacy policies and the legal frameworks surrounding data protection.

Copyright © 2022 The Indian Express. All rights reserved.
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Of course DDC polls have kickstarted a political process from deep freeze... They will create a new leadership.
PM flags off eight trains to boost connectivity to Statue of Unity

Train with visitant with caidee connect to SOU

Sibal says no clarity on Congress internal polls via ‘disinclination in party’

Andhra desistance cases; desertion to drink vandals

Modi's govt's top priority is to double farmers' income:

Go to take back land given to trust run by Azam Khan

DELHI CONFIDENTIAL

Delhi: New Delhi: Delhi High Court on Monday stayed a petition that had challenged the validity of the land acquisition process for the construction of the Ram Temple in Ayodhya.

The Delhi High Court on Monday stayed a petition that had challenged the validity of the land acquisition process for the construction of the Ram Temple in Ayodhya.

The court said it was not the relief that was being sought in the petition.

The court refused to grant permission to the respondents to file a reply to the petition and directed them to reply within 10 days.

The petition was filed by a group of residents of the area near the disputed site in Ayodhya, alleging that the land acquisition process was invalid.

The petition argued that the land acquisition process was carried out without the consent of the people whose land was acquired and that the compensation offered was inadequate.

The court directed the respondents to file a reply to the petition within 10 days and said it would hear the matter on October 10.
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Given below are four jumbled words. Solve the jumble to make proper words and move them to charges under the IPC and Meghachandra Singh confirmed the tancymovement.

GUWAHATI, JANUARY 17

TWO EDITORS of a Manipuri onsedition and terror-related activities were arrested under Section 120B (criminal conspiracy) of the Indian Penal Code.

Theirs lawyer, Chongtham Victor, under UAPA, arrested (sedition), 120B (criminal conspiracy) as well as the UAPA’s Section 395.

FIR registered by the Manipur Union and State government as colonial law…, “itsaid.

There have been multiple demolitions and activities of the armed resistance organisation, the streets are speaking against the rulers…, “said one of the accused.

More than 200 Manipur Muslim youths have been killed and many more injured in the wake of the clampdown…, “another of the accused said.

During the day, the Koderma District Police commissioner spoke out on the issue Sunday. The police said they had arrested the two editors as accused.

“Congratulation on your selection. The government is happy to announce that you are among the select few who are being awarded the Padma Shri,” Communications Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad tweeted on Saturday.

Mustafa Khan’s music, his bracing folk melodies, his dhrupad and thumri, are all among his most significant contributions. His dhrupad singing has influenced the dhrupad singing of other musicians such as Pandit Bhimsen Joshi and Pandit Jagdish Prasad Joshi.

Shashikumar Mangeshkar’s illustrious career dates back to the 1930s, when he started his journey as a playback singer. His voice was versatile and he was able to sing in almost all the Indian film languages.

Sandeep Marwah, chairman of the World Confucius Institute, said at the event: “We are proud to be associated with this event and to showcase the rich cultural heritage of China.

They are operating illegally and this is an act of terrorism. The police have seized their weapons and arrested them. The court has granted them bail on condition that they do not leave the country,” said the special assistant director of police.

Shashi Tharoor tweeted, “The...
Rapid blood test predicts which Covid patients will develop severe disease

Vaccine route to healthy India

Covid-19 vaccination presents an opportunity. Given that many people unknowingly live with slow-onset non-communicable diseases such as diabetes and cancers, and the vaccination programme prioritises those co-morbidities, the strategy can be dovetailed into a screening programme for such NCDS.

FATALITY RATES, CASES PER MILLION, TESTING: INDIA & THE REST

Case Fatality Rate of Covid-19

*Note for seeing figures: There are substantial differences in case definition and testing strategies across different countries, which register and report on covid vaccination and other aspects.

India has so far vaccinated 31.48% of its population, or about 234 million people. This compares with 70% in the US, 60% in the UK, and 80% in Israel. The number of vaccines administered in India has now crossed 327 million, and the country has vaccinated 89% of its population in the age group of 40 years and above.

The Expert Panel

Praveen Pardeshi, Chairperson, NHMUP

VACCINATION STRATEGY

• As with most low-and-middle-income countries, India has one of the lowest Covid-19 case fatality rates in the world. India has one of the lowest numbers of cases per million.
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Navalny flies to Moscow, despite threat of arrest

US capitals gird for pro Trump armed protests as FBI flags risk of violence

Biden ropes in 20 Indian-Americans, in his ad, at 17 positions

Navalny's detention and the coronavirus pandemic

Now, Volcano Erupts in Indonesia

Deaths, suicide draw mlothlight on India's tech giants

Iran asks watchdog to not publish 'unnecessary' nuke programme details

PAKISTAN APPROVES EMERGENCY USE OF OXFORD VACCINE

UK seeks to give 1st Covid-19 shot to all adults by September

Russia's Navalny says he is 'very ill' in German hospital

Singapore's COVID-19 cases rise again

UK's Johnson says EU talks can't resume until reproach is withdrawn

The World

THE NEW YORK TIMES

Bailey reported that in the wake of the murder of George Floyd, a black man whose death at the hands of a police officer sparked a wave of protests across the country, on Jan. 11, 2021, the FBI began investigating whether the incident could be considered a hate crime.

Adding to the pressure on Mr. Trump, the Justice Department on Friday issued a report saying that the president had repeatedly and deliberately stoked racial tensions over the course of his presidency, but that it could not find evidence that he had conspired with the rioters.

The report, which was released under the aegis of the Justice Department's Inspector General, said that the investigation had found "no evidence that Mr. Trump directly directed the insurrection." It also said that the investigation had determined that "there is no evidence that Mr. Trump conspired or coconspired with the insurrectionists."
Bank credit grows 3.2% in this fiscal so far, deposits rise too

**SAFE HAVEN APPEAL OF BANKS**

> Bank deposits rose 8% to Rs 147.2 lakh crore in the April-December 2020 period against an increase of 6.9% in the previous year, according to the latest data released for the executed portion of the projects.

> The credit growth in the banking sector was driven byBs organized by NBFCs, micro-finance institutions (MFI) and co-operative banks, which recorded a growth of 22.7% in the period under review. Deposits from non-banking institutions also grew by 6.7% in the period.

> CRISIL Ratings in its annual report, said: “The bank credit growth for the fiscal year 2021 is expected to be driven by higher deposits growth as a result of lower base effect from lower inflation in the second half of the fiscal year 2020.”

> The bank deposits are expected to grow to Rs 145.9 lakh crore this fiscal year, marking a growth of 8.8%.

**REQUIRE JUMP IN PROJECT AWARDS TO 6,764 KM IN BHRATMALAA**

> The Department of Road Transport and Highways (MoRT&H) in its Budget Statement FY 2021-22 has projected that the road sector will grow by at least 15% besides expediting asset development and reducing the cash conversion cycle, while also getting the required jump in project awards to 6,764 km.

> The MoRT&H has also projected a growth of 111% in the road network to 29,620 km with the implementation of various schemes like the Bharatmala, Azad Mission, and the Gradual Mourning for Networks (GMDN). The MoRT&H has also estimated that Rs 20.3 lakh crore would be required for funding of Bharatmala, Azad Mission, and other road projects.

**WHAT IS 5G AND HOW IS IT ADVANCED TO THIS TECH?**

> The high-band spectrum of off-the-shelf mobile devices, almost like ultra fast velocities, is one of the main drivers of 5G networks. It mainly functions in 3 low-frequency bands, mid and high frequency spectrums, all of which may help understand the different 5G situations, besides limitations.

> This particular industry has seen the growth of 5G networks both, on mobile networks and in fixed access networks. The fifth generation of mobile networks is not the third generation of mobile networks, not the fifth generation of mobile networks, but the fifth generation of Internet. The high band spectrum has been deployed for 5G networks.

> In the global market, more than 20 countries have already started building 5G networks on a large scale, and others have plans to deploy 5G in the next decade. In India, the fifth generation of mobile networks is currently at a stage of planning. The government has already announced the auction of the 5G spectrum.

**BIFRELLY**

> EPFO sets off 56.7% Covid advance claims

> EPFO has discharged Rs 12.12 lakh crore to members since the announcement of the government’s Economic package on May 1, 2020, in the form of 85% advance against the EPF contribution for the June, July, and August months.

> The EPFO has already paid Rs 27.60 lakh crore to the members who are currently working, who have not been working, and those who have been terminated.

> This advance has been given for a period of four months in each financial year, and so far, Rs 49.71 lakh crore has been paid to the members who have not been working.

> The EPFO has also given Rs 2.42 lakh crore as advance for the FY 2020-21, and Rs 2.42 lakh crore as advance for the FY 2021-22, to the members who have not been working for the period of three months.

> The EPFO has also given Rs 2.42 lakh crore as advance to the members who have not been working for the period of three months, and Rs 2.42 lakh crore as advance to the members who have not been working for the period of three months.
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> The EPFO has also given Rs 2.42 lakh crore as advance to the members who have not been working for the period of three months, and Rs 2.42 lakh crore as advance to the members who have not been working for the period of three months.
Thakur had played a single Test, Sunday was seen as a short-format specialist but both proved their worth.

**DEVENDRA PANDEY**

SOME TIME last month, Sheldon Thakur did a deal with the devil. The timing could not have been more perfect.

Winning the toss, his father, former India fast bowler Venkatesh Prasad, had asked son to bat first. The idea was to test Thakur’s nerve. If he could not tackle the tough Australian attack, there would be no risk in batting first. And the wicket was small, with the lid on for the third day.

But Thakur was equal to the task. He batted for 102.3 overs, taking 56 runs, which was the highest individual score for the Mumbaikars. His innings comprised nine fours and three sixes.

From bench to main stage

Thakur’s first-class cricket career was held in check by an ingrown toenail. But the 25-year-old could not get away from cricket. Back then, Australia were the underdogs. It seemed like back to the 80’s. Just like Kim Hughes, another captain would break down. Still, this was Venkatesh Prasad’s chance to show what his son could do.

The game awareness that would sniff out the Australian cricket team, you could see it in the Twenty20 World Cup. Thakur had thought about the possibility of batting first, but in this case, the moment the ball hit the bat, he knew what had to be done.

“People who have watched Washington in the IPL and T20s have the perception that he is an off-spinner who can pick up a wicket. In fact, I would say that he is 70 percent off-spinner,” said Suresh Raina.

Not since Kerala bowler Leander Paes had a fast bowler bagged a hat-trick in a Test for decades and where they looked set to lose. It was adrenaline-fueled fitness that caused coach Mohammad Shami to think that Thakur could be a good wicket-keeper-batsman. His training on slick wickets has paid off.

Thakur was playing on the first day of the second Test at the Gabba. It was one of those days when the sun was shining brightly but the temperature was brought down to 23 degrees Celsius.

Thakur is one of those players who are always looking to improve. He has always been an off-spinner who can bowl right-arm medium pace. The game awareness that would sniff out the Australian cricket team, you could see it in the Twenty20 World Cup. Thakur had thought about the possibility of batting first, but in this case, the moment the ball hit the bat, he knew what had to be done.

**SHRIBRAM DEVI**

AFTER THE 1976 World Cup win, the Indian team was back to the world stage. It had won a series against Australia and was looking for another. In the match against Sri Lanka, it was a matter of pride for the captain and the team. The game awareness that would sniff out the Australian cricket team, you could see it in the Twenty20 World Cup. The game awareness that would sniff out the Australian cricket team, you could see it in the Twenty20 World Cup. The game awareness that would sniff out the Australian cricket team, you could see it in the Twenty20 World Cup.

**THE FADING BRAGGISH GREEN**

Looking desperate and defeated... Oh Australia, whatever happened to you?

**VISHWANATH MENON**
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Back then, Austraia were the underdogs. It seemed like back to the 80’s. Just like Kim Hughes, another captain would break down. Still, this was Venkatesh Prasad’s chance to show what his son could do.

Looking desperate and defeated... Oh Australia, whatever happened to you?